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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we investigate the recognition by finite automata of languages of countable
labelled posets. We unify and generalize several previous results from two different
directions: the theory of finite or ω N-free posets, and automata over countable and
scattered linear orderings. First, we establish that the smallest class of posets obtained
from the empty set and the singleton and closed under finite parallel operation and
sequential concatenation indexed by all linear orderings corresponds precisely to the
class of scattered and countable N-free posets without infinite antichains. Next, we prove
a Kleene-like theorem. We define automata and rational expressions for languages of
countable, scattered,N-free labelled posets without infinite antichains, and show that both
formalisms have the same expressive power.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Since their introduction in the middle of the 1950’s, automata (on finite words) theory has been widely developed.
Automata have many applications in computer science. Among them, let us cite for example text processing, program
modeling, and logic decision procedures. Since the 1960’s, automata have been generalized for the recognition of more
general structures than just finite words. For example, automata over infinite (in many meanings) words were introduced
by Büchi [6] in order to give decision procedures for logic over the integers and ordinals. Decision procedures for logics with
several successors and logics over linear orderings were obtained by Rabin [13] with automata on trees. Automata over
words are also used in order to model sequential programs, and even some kind of concurrent programs, where the order
of execution of some actions is undetermined. This particular kind of concurrency is then modeled by commutative letters
in words.
A natural way of modeling multi-processor programs is to consider automata over N-free labelled partially ordered
sets (posets). Several models of such automata were studied. Let us cite, as a first example, automata from Ésik and
Németh [7]. They accept labelled finite sets equipped with several partial orders that can be composed sequentially
(series concatenation) or in parallel. Ésik and Németh also studied the notions of recognizability, rationality and logical
definability for languages of such structures and proved that regularity and recognizability coincide with monadic second-
order definability, as is the case for finite words. Another class of automata was studied by Lodaya and Weil [10]. They
accept labelled finite sets equipped with one partial order that can be composed sequentially or in parallel. In the latter
class of automata, incomparable elements of posets commute. In this case, regularity and rationality coincide, but not
regularity and recognizability. However, Lodaya and Weil studied the particular case of languages of posets whose length
of antichains is bounded (bounded-width posets) and proved that in this case the three notions of series-rationality, fork-
acyclic regularity and depth-nilpotent recognizability coincide [11]. Apart from concurrent programs modeling, another
interest of such automata is the study of rationality in algebras equipped with an associative product [12].
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The work of Lodaya and Weil was extended by Kuske [8,9] to the case of infinite (in the meaning of the infinity of the
ordered positive integers) sequential concatenation of finite N-free labelled posets (ω-posets). Furthermore, Kuske also
studied the connection of such automata with logic and proved that monadic second-order logical definability coincides
with fork-acyclic regularity. This result also applies to the finite case.
This paper contains a first step in the extension of theworks of Lodaya,Weil andKuske to the case ofN-free labelled posets
without infinite antichains, whose cardinality is countable and that do not contain dense sub-orderings. Let NF be this
class of labelled posets. Our first result is that the class of N-free posets without infinite antichains (and without restriction
on cardinality and density on sub-orderings) corresponds to the class of labelled posets obtained from the empty set, the
singleton, closed under finite parallel composition, and series concatenation indexed by a linear ordering. This extends a
well-known result for finite posets [15,16] andω-posets [4,8]. Under the hypothesis of a countable cardinality and no dense
sub-orderings, we give a Hausdorff-like characterization of NF that extends the Hausdorff decomposition of scattered and
countable linear orderings to partially ordered sets. Our second result is a Kleene-like theorem of correspondence between
regular and rational sets. We define automata that accept labelled posets of NF, rational expressions, and prove that
both formalisms have the same expressive power. Our automata and rational expressions provide a general framework for
considering together both the cases of finite and infinite N-free posets without infinite antichains and countable scattered
linear orderings. Our Kleene-like theorem is thus an extension of the Kleene-like theorems of Lodaya and Weil, Kuske, and
Bruyère and Carton [5].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to notation and basic definitions. Section 3 contains several
equivalent definitions of series-parallel posets. In particular, we generalize the Hausdorff characterization of countable and
scattered linear orderings to series-parallel posets without infinite antichains and prove that a poset is series-parallel if and
only if it is N-free. This extends the well-known result on finite and ω-posets. Labelled posets and rational languages are
defined in Section 4, while automata are introduced in Section 5. The Kleene-like theorem is proved in Section 6.
This paper is an extended version of [2] with full proofs.
2. Notation and basic definitions
Let E be a set. We denote byP (E),P+(E) andP>1(E) respectively the set of subsets of E, the set of non-empty subsets of
E and the set of subsets of E with at least two elements. For any integer n, the group of permutations of {1, . . . , n} is denoted
by Sn. Let J be a set equipped with a strict order<. The ordering J is linear if all elements are comparable: for any distinct j
and k in J , either j < k or k < j. Two elements j and k of a linear ordering J are consecutive if j < k and if there is no element
i ∈ J such that j < i < k. In this case, j is called the predecessor of k and k is called the successor of j and is denoted by j+ 1.
The set J with the reverse ordering is denoted by J∗. A linear ordering J is dense if for any j and k in J such that j < k, there
exists an element i of J such that j < i < k. It is scattered if it contains no dense subordering. The ordering ω of positive
integers and the ordering ζ of all the integers (negative, 0 and positive) are scattered. More generally, ordinals are scattered
orderings. A linear ordering J is complete if every non-empty subordering K of J which is bounded above has a least upper
bound in J , and every non-empty subordering K of J which is bounded below has a greatest lower bound in J .
Example 1. The scattered linear ordering ω + ω∗ is not complete, as the set of its ω first elements do not respect the first
condition of the definition, and the set of its ω∗ last elements do not respect the last one. However, ω+ 1+ω∗ is complete:
the element placed between the ω and the ω∗ parts can be used as a mark in order to delimit those two parts.
We denote by N the class of finite linear orderings, O the class of countable ordinals and by S the class of countable
scattered linear orderings. We refer to [14] for more details on linear orderings and ordinals.
3. Posets
A poset is a partially ordered set. A subset P ′ of a poset P is an antichain if all elements of P ′ are incomparable. The width
of P is
wd(P) = sup{|E| : E is an antichain of P}
where sup denotes the least upper bound of the set.
Let (P, <P) and (Q , <Q ) be two disjoint posets.
The union of P and Q is the set P ∪ Q equipped with the orderings on P and Q such that the elements of P and Q are
incomparable. It is defined as (P ∪ Q , <)where x < y if and only if
• x, y ∈ P and x <P y or• x, y ∈ Q and x <Q y.
The sum of P and Q , denoted by P+Q is the poset (P∪Q , <) such that x < y if and only if one of the following conditions
is true:
• x ∈ P , y ∈ P and x <P y;• x ∈ Q , y ∈ Q and x <Q y;• x ∈ P and y ∈ Q .
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The finite sum of two posets can be generalized to any linearly ordered sequence of posets: if J is a linear ordering and
((Pj, <j))j∈J is a sequence of posets, then
∑
j∈J Pj = (∪j∈JPj, <) such that x < y if and only if one of the following conditions
is true:
• x ∈ Pj, y ∈ Pj and x <j y;
• x ∈ Pj and y ∈ Pk and j < k.
Definition 2. The set SP is defined as the smallest set containing the posets with zero and one element and closed under
finite union and sum indexed by countable scattered linear orderings.
Note that any poset of SP is countable, scattered andwithout infinite antichains. However, SP contains posets of infinite
width. As an example, consider the family of posets (Pi)i<ω , where Pi is an antichain ofwidth i for all i < ω. Then, P =∑i<ω Pi
has only finite antichains, but the width of P is infinite.
Hausdorff characterized the countable and scattered linear orderings using an induction on ordinals: any such ordering
can be obtained from the finite linear orderings using finite sums, ω-sums and ω∗-sums. We adapt such a characterization
to countable and scattered posets.
Definition 3. Let 0 and 1 denote respectively the empty set and the singleton set, and let C∪,+(E) be the closure of E under
finite union and finite sum. We define inductively two classes of countable and scattered posets Vα andWα as follows:
V0 = {0, 1}
Wα = C∪,+(Vα)
Vα =
−
i∈J
Pi : J ∈ {ω,ω∗} and ∀i ∈ J, Pi ∈

β<α
Wβ

∪

β<α
Wβ .
and the class Ssp of countable and scattered posets by Ssp =α∈O Wα . The rank r(P) of a poset P ∈ Ssp is the smallest ordinal
α such that P ∈ Wα .
The following theorem is an extension of a result of Hausdorff on scattered countable orderings:
Theorem 4. Ssp = SP.
Proof. We first prove that SP ⊆ Ssp. Since Ssp contains the posets with zero and one element, it suffices to prove that Ssp is
closed under finite union and sum indexed by a countable and scattered linear ordering. Let P0, . . . , Pn be a finite sequence
of posets of Ssp and let α = max(r(P0), . . . , r(Pn)) : for all i ≤ n, Pi ∈ Wα . Since Wα is closed under finite sum and finite
union,
∑
i≤n Pi ∈ Wα ⊆ Ssp and P0 ∪ P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pn ∈ Wα ⊆ Ssp. Now let J be a countable and scattered linear ordering, and
let (Pj)j∈J be a sequence of posets of Ssp. From Hausdorff’s theorem, we know that there exists α ∈ O with J ∈ Wα; hence,
α = r(J) is defined. We show by induction on α that P = ∑j∈J Pj ∈ Ssp. If α = 0, then J is finite and P ∈ Ssp. Assume now
that α > 0. Since Ssp is closed under finite sum, it suffices to prove the result when J is a sum indexed by ω or ω∗ of linear
orderings of strictly lower ranks. Those two cases are symmetrical so we assume that
J =
−
i∈ω
Ki
with r(Ki) < α for all i ∈ ω. Thus, P can be written as
P =
−
j∈J
Pj =
−
i∈ω
−
k∈Ki
Pk,i.
By induction,
∑
k∈Ki Pk,i ∈ Ssp and by definition of Ssp, P ∈ Ssp. We have proved that SP ⊆ Ssp. Conversely, let P ∈ Ssp, and let
α = r(P). We prove by induction on α that P ∈ SP. If α = 0, then P is obtained from the posets with zero and one element
using finite sum and finite union; thus, P ∈ SP. Now, let α > 0. Assume first that P ∈ Vα . Then, there exists a sequence
(Pk)k∈K with K ∈ {ω∗, ω} such that P =∑k∈K Pk and Pk ∈ ∪β<αWβ for all k ∈ K . By the inductive hypothesis, Pk ∈ SP for
all k ∈ K and by definition of SP, P =∑k∈K Pk ∈ SP. Assume now that P ∈ Wα − Vα . SinceWα is the closure under finite
sum and finite union of Vα and using the induction hypothesis and the closure properties of SP, we get P ∈ SP. 
Posets can also be thought of as oriented graphs, where the nodes are the elements of the posets and the edges represent
the ordering relation. It is a well-known result that the finite posets of SP are precisely the N-free finite posets. A poset P
is N-free if it does not contain N as a subposet, that is if it does not contain elements p, q, r, s ∈ P such that the ordering
relations between those four elements are precisely p < r , q < r and q < s. The poset N is pictured in Fig. 1.
The class of all scattered, countable and N-free posets without infinite antichains is denoted by NF. Actually, if a poset
P is represented as an oriented graph, the N-freeness property can be expressed in terms of paths. Let p, q ∈ P and let n be
an integer. A path p → q from p to q of length n is a sequence (qi)i<n such that q0 = p, qn−1 = q and either qi < qi+1 or
qi > qi+1 for any i < n− 1. The poset P is said to be connected if for any p, q ∈ P there exists a path from p to q. Otherwise,
P is disconnected.
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Fig. 1. The poset N .
Lemma 5. Let P be an N-free poset, let p and q be elements of P and let (qi)i<n be a shortest path from p to q. Then, n < 3.
Proof. See [15,16]. If (qi)0≤i≤3 is a shortest path from q0 to q3, then (qi)0≤i≤3 is an N. 
The result on finite N-free [15,16] posets also extends to our case:
Theorem 6. NF = SP.
The proof is immediate by Propositions 7 and 11 below.
In the following, we prove that NF and SP define the same class of posets.
Proposition 7. SP ⊆ NF.
Proof. First, note that any poset of SP cannot have an infinite antichain, and that the posets containing zero and one
element are N-free. Moreover, the finite union of N-free posets is obviously N-free. Finally, let J be a countable scattered
linear ordering and let (Pj)j∈J be a sequence of scattered, countable and N-free posets. We prove that P =∑j∈J Pj ∈ NF. By
contradiction, suppose that N is a subposet of P (we assume that the N is composed of four elements as in Fig. 1). It cannot
be a subposet of some Pj since those posets are N-free. There are jx ∈ J for x ∈ N such that x ∈ Pjx . Then, jr = js, js = jp, and
jp = jq since r and s are incomparable, s and p are incomparable and p and q are incomparable. Hence, N is a subposet of Pjs ,
a contradiction. 
In order to prove the converse of Proposition 7, we need intermediate definitions and results. Let P be a poset and let
p ∈ P . Denote by I the incomparability relation and by I(p) the set of elements of P which are incomparable to p. Note that
p ∈ I(p) since the ordering is strict. The relation ∼ is defined for any elements p and q of P by p ∼ q if and only if there
exists an element of P incomparable to p and q:
∀p, q ∈ P, (p ∼ q ⇔ ∃r ∈ P, p, q ∈ I(r)).
Lemma 8. If P is N-free, then∼ is the transitive closure of the incomparability relation and therefore an equivalence relation.
Proof. The relation∼ is obviously included in the transitive closure I+ of I . Let (p, r) ∈ I+. There exist n ≥ 1 and (pi)0≤i≤n
such that p0 = p, pn = r and piIpi+1 for all 0 ≤ i < n. We prove by induction on n ≥ 1 that p ∼ r . If n = 1, then pIr; thus,
p ∈ I(p), r ∈ I(p) and p ∼ r . Suppose that n > 1. Denote by q = pn−1. By induction hypothesis, p ∼ q and q ∼ r . There exist
s, t ∈ P such that p, q ∈ I(s) and q, r ∈ I(t). If p ∈ I(r), then p ∼ r since r ∈ I(r). Assume that p ∉ I(r) and p < r (the case
where r < p is symmetrical). Suppose that p ∉ I(t) and r ∉ I(s) (otherwise the result is obvious). If t < p, then t < r , which
is impossible; thus, p < t . If r < s, then p < s, which is impossible; thus, s < r . If s ∈ I(t), then {s, r, p, t} is an N; thus,
s ∉ I(t). If t < s, then p < s, which is impossible. Thus, s < t . Assume that p < q. Then, {s, t, p, q} is an N , contradiction
with P is N-free. On the other hand, if q < p, then q < t , which is impossible; thus, p ∈ I(q). The same way, if r < q, then
p < q, which is impossible and if q < r , then {q, r, s, t} is an N . Thus, r ∈ I(q). We have p, r ∈ I(q) which concludes p ∼ r
and∼ is I+. Moreover, I is reflexive and symmetric; thus,∼ is an equivalence relation. 
The quotient P/∼ can naturally be equipped with the ordering <P/∼ defined for any c1, c2 ∈ P/∼ by c1 <P/∼ c2 if and
only if for all x ∈ c1 and for all y ∈ c2, x < y.
Lemma 9. Let P be a countable, scattered and N-free poset.
Then, (P/∼, <P/∼) is a countable scattered linear ordering.
Proof. As one easily check that (P/∼, <P/∼) is countable and scattered, we only prove that (P/∼, <P/∼) is linear. Let
c1, c2 ∈ P/∼ such that c1 ≠ c2 and let x ∈ c1 and y ∈ c2. If x and y are incomparable, then x, y ∈ I(y), so x ∼ y,
which contradicts the hypothesis. Assume that x < y (the case with y < x is symmetrical). Let y′ ∈ c2 such that y′ ≠ y.
There exists e ∈ P such that y, y′ ∈ I(e). If y′ ∈ I(x), then x ∼ y′, which is a contradiction. Thus, y′ ∉ I(x). If y′ < x, then
x, y, y′ ∈ I(e); thus, x ∼ y, which is a contradiction. Thus, x < y′ which proves that all the elements of c2 are greater than x.
Let x′ ∈ c1. The same way, it can be proved that x′ < y; thus, c1 <P/∼ c2. 
Lemma 10. Let P be an N-free poset without infinite antichain. Then, each equivalence class of∼ is a singleton or a disconnected
poset.
Proof. It follows from the definition of ∼ that if all the elements of an equivalence class are comparable, then this
equivalence class is a singleton. Assume now that there exist two different incomparable elements e0, e1 ∈ P such that
e0 ∼ e1. By contradiction assume that the equivalence class C of P/∼ that contains e0 and e1 is connected: thus, for each
x, y ∈ C , either x and y are comparable, or there exists z ∈ C such that z < x, y or x, y < z. We show that for all positive
integer n, there exist an antichain En = {e0, . . . , en} ⊆ C and kn ∈ C such that kn < ei for all i ≤ n or ei < kn for all i ≤ n,
and such that Ei ⊂ Ej for all i, j such that i < j. It follows that there exists an infinite antichain in C , which contradicts the
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hypothesis. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 1 we have {e0, e1} ⊆ C such that e0 and e1 are incomparable. As C is
connected, there exists k1 ∈ C such that k1 is comparable to e0 and e1. If k1 < e0 and e1 < k1, or k1 > e0 and e1 > k1, then
e0 and e1 are comparable, which is a contradiction. Thus, k1 < e0, e1 or e1, e1 < k1. Assume now that n > 1. By induction
hypothesis there exist an antichain {e0, . . . , en−1} ⊆ C and kn−1 ∈ C such that kn−1 < ei for all i < n or ei < kn−1 for all
i < n. Wlog, we assume that ei < kn−1 for all i < n. Since en−1, kn−1 ∈ C , there exist en ∈ C such that en−1, kn−1 ∈ I(en).
Obviously, en ∉ {e0, . . . , en−1, kn−1}. Observe that en is incomparable with ei for all i < n: otherwise, assume that there
exists i < n such that ei and en are comparable. Thus, ei < en (otherwise en < kn−1), and {en, ei, kn−1, en−1} forms an N,
which contradicts the hypothesis. So, en is incomparable with ei for all i < n. As C is a connected poset there exist kn ∈ C
and i < n such that kn < en, ei or en, ei < kn. There are two cases: either ei, en < kn for some i < n, or kn < en, kn−1 . Let
us first consider the first case. Observe that kn is different from kn−1; otherwise, en and kn−1 would be comparable. If kn and
kn−1 are incomparable, then {kn−1, ei, kn, en} forms an N. We cannot have kn < kn−1; otherwise, en < kn−1. So, kn−1 < kn
and ei < kn for all i ≤ n. Now consider the second case. Let i < n. If kn and ei are incomparable, then {ei, kn−1, kn, en} forms
an N . If ei < kn, then ei < en, which is a contradiction. Thus, kn < ei for all i ≤ n. 
Proposition 11. NF ⊆ SP.
Proof. Let P ∈ NF. By contradiction, suppose that P ∉ SP. According to Lemma 9, P is the sum indexed by a countable and
scattered linear ordering of the equivalence classes of ∼. Since SP is closed under sum indexed by linear orderings, there
exists an equivalence class P0 of P/∼ such that P0 ∉ SP. According to Lemma 10, P0 is either a singleton, or a disconnected
poset. Since singletons belong to SP, P0 is a finite union of N-free posets. Since SP is closed under finite union, there exists
a poset P1 ⊂ P0 such that P1 ∉ SP. Using the same process as above we construct an infinite sequence (Pk)k∈N such that,
for all k ∈ N , Pk+1 ⊂ Pk and an infinite antichain can be built by picking an element in P2k − P2(k+1) for all k ∈ N . This
contradiction proves that P ∈ SP. 
Proposition 11 and Proposition 7 together prove Theorem 6. A decomposition of the class of posets Wα into two
subclasses, that express thatWα is the closure of Vα by finite union and sequential product, is required in the further.
Theorem 12. For α ∈ O, set
Xα,0 = Vα
Yα,i =

P : ∃n ∈ N P =
−
j≤n
Pj such that Pj ∈ Xα,i for all j ≤ n

Xα,i+1 =

P : ∃n ∈ N P =

j≤n
Pj such that Pj ∈ Yα,i for all j ≤ n

.
Then, Wα =i∈N Xα,i.
Observe that the hypothesis ‘‘scattered’’ and ‘‘countable’’ could be removed from Theorem 6. Thus, it could be
reformulated as follows.
Theorem 13. Let NF be the class of N-free posets without infinite antichain and SP be the smallest class of posets containing the
emptyset, the singleton, and closed under finite union and sum indexed by linear orderings. Then, NF = SP.
4. Rational languages
Let A be a finite alphabet. A poset P labelled by A is a map which associates a letter of Awith any element of P . The length
of such a labelled poset u is denoted by |u| = P . We denote by SP(A) the set of labelled posets over Awhose lengths belong
to SP, and we set
A = {u ∈ SP(A) : wd(u) ≤ 1}.
Observe that the elements of A are precisely the usual words on linear orderings, as defined in [5].
4.1. Operations on labelled posets
The operations of finite union and sum defined for posets correspond respectively to the parallel and sequential product
on labelled posets. Let u and v be two labelled posets of SP(A) of respective lengths P and Q . The parallel product of u and
v denoted by u ‖ v is of length P ∪ Q . It is defined as the map from the poset P ∪ Q into A such that its restriction to P is u
and its restriction to Q is v. The sequential product of u and v, denoted by u · v is of length P + Q . More generally, let J be
a linear ordering and let (uj)j∈J be labelled posets of respective lengths Pj for any j ∈ J . The sequential product u = ∏j∈J uj
obtained by concatenation of the labelled posets uj with respect to the ordering on J has length P =∑j∈J Pj. The sequence
(uj)j∈J of labelled posets is called a J-factorization of the labelled poset u =∏j∈J uj.
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A labelled poset u ∈ SP(A) is a sequential labelled poset if it admits a J-factorization where J contains more than one
element. It is a parallel labelled poset otherwise. Using Lemmas 9 and 10, any labelled poset u ∈ SP(A) admits a unique
factorization u = ∏j∈J uj such that J ∈ S and for all j ∈ J , uj is a parallel labelled poset. This factorization is called the
maximal sequential factorization of u.
A language over an alphabet A is a subset of SP(A). The sequential and parallel product of labelled posets can naturally
be extended to languages. If L1, L2 ⊆ SP(A), then L1 · L2 = {v ·w | v ∈ L1, w ∈ L2} and L1 ‖ L2 = {v ‖ w | v ∈ L1, w ∈ L2}.
4.2. Rational languages
Let A and B be two alphabets and let u ∈ SP(A), L ⊆ SP(B) and ξ ∈ A. The labelled poset u in which the letter ξ is
replaced by the language L is denoted by L ◦ξ u. This substitution L◦ξ is the homomorphism from (SP(A), ‖, ·,∑ω,∑ω∗)
into the powerset algebra (P (SP(A ∪ B)), ‖, ·,∑ω,∑ω∗) with a → a and ξ → L. Using this definition, we define the
substitution and the iterated substitution on languages. By the way the usual rational operations on linear orderings are
recalled. Let L and L′ be languages of SP(A):
L ◦ξ L′ =

u∈L′
L ◦ξ u
L∗ξ =

i∈N
Liξ with L0ξ = {ξ} and L(i+1)ξ =

j≤i
Ljξ

◦ξ L
L∗ =
∏
j∈n
uj|n ∈ N , uj ∈ L

Lω =
∏
j∈ω
uj|uj ∈ L

Lω
∗ =
∏
j∈ω∗
uj|uj ∈ L

L♮ =
∏
j∈α
uj|α ∈ O, uj ∈ L

L♮
∗ =
∏
j∈α∗
uj|α ∈ O, uj ∈ L

.
For technical reasons, we do not define the  operator as in the original article of Bruyère and Carton [5] on the extension
of Kleene’s theorem on linear orderings. We use instead an equivalent definition. Informally speaking, the labelled posets
of L1  L2 are obtained by alternating (with restrictions) labelled posets of L1 and L2.
Definition 14. Let L1 and L2 be two languages. Then, u ∈ L1  L2 if and only if there exist a complete scattered and countable
linear ordering K ≠ ∅, a sequence (uk)k∈K of labelled posets and a map f : K → {1, 2} such that the following conditions
are true:
(1) u =∏k∈K uk;
(2) if f (k) = i and k+ 1 ∈ K , then f (k+ 1) ≠ i;
(3) if k ∈ K , k is not the last element of K , and k has no successor, then f (k) = 2;
(4) if k ∈ K , k is not the first element of K , and k has no predecessor, then f (k) = 2;
(5) if k is the first or the last element of K , then f (k) = 1;
(6) f (k) = i implies uk ∈ Li.
The previous rational operators are illustrated by examples in the following section with automata. A language L ⊆
SP(A) is rational if it is empty, or obtained from the letters of the alphabet A using usual rational operators : finite union ∪,
finite concatenation ·, and finite iteration ∗, ω and ω∗ iterations, iteration on ordinals ♮ and reverse iteration on ordinals ♮∗
as well as diamond operator , and using also the rational operators of finite parallel product ‖, substitution ◦ξ and iterated
substitution ∗ξ , provided that the letter ξ ∈ A appears only inside parallel factors.
Note that the rational expressions are precisely those of Bruyère and Carton [5] over labelled posets on scattered and
countable linear orderings, with additional operators ‖, ◦ξ and ∗ξ for parallelism and substitution.
5. Automata
Automata on countable, scattered and N-free posets are a generalization of automata on finite N-free posets [11], N-free
ω-posets [9] and automata on linear orderings [5].
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A branching automaton over an alphabet A is a tupleA = (Q , A, E, I, F) where Q is a finite set of states, I ⊆ Q is the set
of initial states, F ⊆ Q the set of final states, and E is the set of transitions ofA. The set of transitions of E is partitioned into
E = (Eseq, Ejoin, Efork), according to the different kinds of transitions:
• Eseq ⊆ (Q × A × Q ) ∪ (Q × P+(Q )) ∪ (P+(Q ) × Q ) contains the sequential transitions, which are usual transitions
(elements of (Q × A× Q )) or limit transitions (elements of (Q × P+(Q )) ∪ (P+(Q )× Q ));
• Efork ⊆ Q × P>1(Q ) and Ejoin ⊆ P>1(Q )× Q are respectively the sets of fork and join transitions.
Transitions (p, a, q) ∈ Q × A× Q and (P, q) ∈ P+(Q )× Q are sometimes denoted by p a→ q and P → q.
A path γ from a state p to a state q is either the empty poset (in this case p = q), or a non-empty poset labelled by
transitions, with a unique minimum and a unique maximum element. The minimum element of γ is mapped either to
a sequential transition of the form (p, a, r) for some a ∈ A and r ∈ Q , to a limit transition of the form (p, R) for some
R ∈ P+(Q ), or to a fork transition of the form (p, R) for some R ∈ P>1(Q ). Symmetrically, the maximum element of γ
is mapped either to a sequential transition of the form (r ′, a, q) for some a ∈ A and r ′ ∈ Q , to a limit transition of the
form (R′, q) for some R′ ∈ P+(Q ), or to a join transition of the form (R′, q) for some R′ ∈ P>1(Q ). The states p and q are
respectively called source (or origin) and destination of γ . Two paths γ and γ ′ are consecutive if the destination of γ is also
the source of γ ′.
Formally, the paths γ labelled by u ∈ SP(A) and of content C(γ ) ⊆ Q inA are defined according to the structure of u,
by induction on the rank of u. We define, for any countable ordinal α, the classes CA(Vα) and CA(Wα) of paths labelled by
labelled posets of Vα and ofWα by induction on α:
• the class CA(V0) contains only the empty path ϵ and the paths labelled by one letter:
· the empty poset ϵ is a path of CA(V0) from p to p, labelled by ϵ ∈ SP(A) and of content {p}, for all p ∈ Q ;
· for any transition t = (p, a, q), then t is a path of CA(V0), from p to q, labelled by a and of content {p, q};
• for any countable ordinal α > 0, the class CA(Wα) is the closure of CA(Vα) by finite parallel operation and finite
concatenation of consecutive paths:
· any path of CA(Vβ) is in CA(Wα);
· for any finite set of paths {γ0, . . . , γk} of CA(Wα) (with k > 1) respectively labelled by u0, . . . , uk, from p0, . . . , pk to
q0, . . . , qk, if t = (p, {p0, . . . , pk}) is a fork transition and t ′ = ({q0, . . . , qk}, q) a join transition, then γ = t(‖j≤k γj)t ′
is a path of CA(Wα) from p to q, labelled by ‖j≤k uj and of content C(γ ) = {p, q}: observe that C(γ ) do not depend on
the parallel parts γ0, . . . , γk of γ ;
· for any non-empty finite sequence (γj)j∈J of consecutive paths ofCA(Wα) respectively labelled by (uj)j∈J and of content
(C(γj))j∈J , then
∏
j∈J γj is a path of CA(Wα) labelled by
∏
j∈J uj from the source of γmin J to the destination of γmax J , and
of content ∪j∈JCj;
• finally, for any countable ordinal α > 0, the class CA(Vα) is composed of the paths of CA(Wβ) for any β < α, and of the
paths obtained by the concatenation of sequences (γj)j∈ω or (γj)j∈ω∗ of consecutive paths of ∪β<αCA(Wβ):
· any path of ∪β<αCA(Wβ) belongs to CA(Vα);
· for any sequence (γj)j∈ω of consecutive paths of∪β<αCA(Wβ) respectively labelled by (uj)j∈ω and of content (C(γj))j∈ω ,
if R = {q ∈ Q : ∀i ∈ ω ∃j > i q ∈ C(γj)}, then for any transition t = (R, q), (∏j∈ω γj)t is a path of CA(Vα) from the
source of γ0 and to q, labelled by
∏
j∈ω uj and of content (∪j∈ωCj) ∪ {q};
· the case ω∗ is symmetrical to ω.
The class of paths ofA is ∪α∈OCA(Wα). Observe that paths are labelled posets of three different forms: ϵ, t or tPt ′ for some
transitions t, t ′ and some labelled poset P .
In an automatonA, a path γ from p to q labelled by u of content C is denoted by γ : p uH⇒
A,C
q. When the content is of no
interest, the path is simply denoted by p uH⇒ q, or pH⇒ q. The content of γ is sometimes denoted by C(γ ).
A labelled poset is accepted by an automaton if it is the label of a successful path leading from an initial state to a final
state. The language L(A) is the set of labelled posets accepted by the automatonA.
Note that branching automata without fork and join transitions are precisely the automata on scattered and countable
linear orderings defined by Bruyère and Carton [5]. The same way, if limit transitions are removed, we get branching
automata for finite labelled posets of Lodaya and Weil [10].
Example 15. The language of the automaton of Fig. 2 with the initial state 0 and final state 6 is ((a ‖ b)c)ω . It has one
fork transition 0 → {1, 2}, one join transition {3, 4} → 5 and four sequential transitions: the three successor transitions
denoted by 1
a→ 3, 2 b→ 4 and 5 c→ 0 and the sequential limit transition {0, 5} → 6.
LetB be the automaton pictured in Fig. 2 where the final state 6 is deleted, the new final state is 0 and the limit transition
{0, 5} → 6 is replaced by {0, 5} → 0. Then, the language ofB is ((a ‖ b)c)♮.
Example 16. An automaton of language (a ‖ b)  c (with two sequential limit transitions {0, 5} → 5 and 0 → {0, 5}) is
pictured in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. An automaton of language ((a ‖ b)c)ω .
Fig. 3. An automaton of language (a ‖ b)  c.
In order to simplify the proofs, we use branching automata with the property of behavedness:
Definition 17. A branching automaton ismisbehaved if one of the following conditions holds:
• there exists a fork transition (q, {p1, . . . , pn}) and there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that there is a path from pi to some final
state;
• there exists a join transition ({p1, . . . , pn}, q) and there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that there is a path from some initial state
to pi.
An automaton which is not misbehaved is said to be behaved.
Note that this definition does not exactly correspond to the definition given in [12]: in their case, the automaton is
misbehaved if there exists a fork transition (q, {p1, . . . , pn}) such that there are paths from each pi to some final state or
a join transition ({p1, . . . , pn}, q)with paths from some initial state to each pi. Since we have to deal with contents of paths,
Definition 17 is more appropriate in the following.
The proof of the following proposition is adapted from the case of finite posets (see [12]).
Proposition 18. Let L be a language in SP(A). If L is the language of a branching automaton, then L is the language of a behaved
automaton.
Proof. Let L ⊆ SP(A) be a language of a branching automaton A. We construct a new automaton B as follows. For each
fork transition k = q → {q1, . . . , qr}, we make r copies (Ak,i)1≤i≤r of A. The automaton B is the disjoint union of these
copies plus the original copy denoted byA0. Delete all the fork and join transitions fromA0. Then, for each fork transition
k = q → {q1, . . . , qr} of A, we add to B a fork transition q → {q1, . . . , qr} where q is taken in A0 and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r ,
qi is taken in Ak,i. Moreover, for each join transition j = {p1, . . . , pr} → p of the same arity, we add all the possible join
transitions simulating j where p is taken in A0 and all the pi are taken in the different copies (Ak,i)1≤i≤r . It can be verified
that if the initial and final states ofB are those ofA taken inA0, thenB is behaved and of language L. 
6. A Kleene theorem for scattered posets
In this section, we give an extension of Kleene’s theorem for labelled countable scattered and N-free posets. This extends
the theorems of Lodaya and Weil [12] for finite labelled posets, of Kuske [9] for ω-posets and of Bruyère and Carton [5] for
words on scattered linear orderings. In order to prove that the language of a branching automaton is rational, we first need
an intermediate lemma:
Lemma 19. Let A be an alphabet and let ξ , X be two new symbols. Let M ⊆ SP(A) and let L ⊆ SP(A ∪ {X}) \ SP(A). Then,
M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)∗ξ is the unique solution of the equation X = M + L.
Proof. We first prove that K = M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)∗ξ is a solution:
M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)∗ξ = M ◦ξ

i∈N
(ξ ◦X L)iξ

= M ◦ξ

ξ +

i>0
(ξ ◦X L)iξ

= M ◦ξ

ξ +

i>0

j<i
(ξ ◦X L)jξ

◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)

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= M ◦ξ

ξ +

i>0

j<i
(ξ ◦X L)jξ

◦X L

= M ◦ξ ξ +M ◦ξ

i>0

j<i
(ξ ◦X L)jξ

◦X L

= M +M ◦ξ

i∈N
(ξ ◦X L)iξ

◦X L

= M +M ◦ξ ((ξ ◦X L)∗ξ ◦X L)
= M + (M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)∗ξ ) ◦X L.
Nowwe prove that this solution is unique. Let N be a solution of the equation X = M+ L. Then, N = M+N ◦X L. Let N0 = M
and Ni+1 = (∪j≤iNj) ◦X L. Then, N = ∪i∈NNi. Now, let Ki = M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)iξ for all i ∈ N . Then, K = M ◦ξ (∪i∈N (ξ ◦X L)iξ ) =
∪i∈NM ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)iξ = ∪i∈N Ki. We prove that Ki = Ni for all i ∈ N by induction on i: it will immediately follow N = K . We
have N0 = M andM0 = M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)0ξ = M ◦ξ ξ = M , thus N0 = M0. Now, let i be an integer and assume Nj = Kk for all
j ≤ i. We have
Ki+1 = M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)(i+1)ξ
= M ◦ξ

j≤i
(ξ ◦X L)jξ

◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)

= M ◦ξ

j≤i
(ξ ◦X L)jξ

◦X L

=

j≤i

M ◦ξ (ξ ◦X L)jξ
 ◦X L
=

j≤i
Kj

◦X L
=

j≤i
Nj

◦X L
= Ni+1. 
Lemma 19 is used in the proof of Proposition 20:
Proposition 20. Any language L ⊆ SP(A) of a branching automaton is rational.
Proof. LetA = (Q , A, E, I, F) be a branching automaton of language L ⊆ SP(A). For any states p, q ∈ Q , denote by Lp,q the
set of labels of paths leading from p to q inA and let T ⊆ Efork × Ejoin be the set of pairs of fork and join transitions of same
arity. The automatonA′ = (Q , A′, E ′, I, F) on linear orderings is defined in the following way:
• for every pair (f , j) ∈ T , add a new letter af ,j into A′, and a transition (r, af ,j, s) into E ′, where r and s are respectively the
source of f and the destination of j;
• A′ contains all the letters of A;
• all the fork and join transitions have been removed.
Using the extended Kleene theorem [5] for words indexed by linear orderings, for any states p, q ∈ Q , the set L′p,q of labels
of paths leading from p to q inA′ is rational. For any (f = (r, {r1, . . . , rn}), j = ({s1, . . . , sn}, s)) ∈ T , denote byMf ,j the set
of parallel labels of paths starting by f and ending by j:
Mf ,j =

σ∈Sn
Lr1,sσ(1) ‖ . . . ‖ Lrn,sσ(n) .
Denote by T = {(fi, ji) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. Then, Lp,q is the set L′p,q in which each letter af ,j is replaced byMf ,j for any (f , j) ∈ T :
Lp,q = Mfk,jk ◦afk,jk (. . . (Mf2,j2 ◦af2,j2 (Mf1,j1 ◦af1,j1 L′p,q)) . . .).
Then, for any p, q ∈ Q , we get a rational expression for Lp,q where the languages Lr,s, r, s ∈ Q , only appear within parallel
products. In other words, the languages Lp,q, p, q ∈ Q are the solution of a system of equations:
Xp,q = exprp,q(Xr,s | r, s ∈ Q ) p, q ∈ Q .
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Fig. 4. An automatonA.
Fig. 5. The automatonA′ .
We prove by induction on the number of equations that this system admits a rational solution. If there is a unique equation
X = expr(X), then the system admits a unique rational solution as a consequence of Lemma 19. Suppose that the system is
composed of more than one equation and let (p0, q0) ∈ Q 2. Using Lemma 19, we get an expression for Xp0,q0 which do not
depend of Xp0,q0 :
Xp0,q0 = expr ′p0,q0(Xr,s | r, s ∈ Q , (r, s) ≠ (p0, q0)). (1)
By induction, the system
Xp,q = expr ′p0,q0 ◦Xp0,q0 exprp,q(Xr,s | r, s ∈ Q ) p, q ∈ Q , (p, q) ≠ (p0, q0)
admits a solution (Lp,q)p,q∈Q ,(p,q)≠(p0,q0). The substitution of each Xp,q by Lp,q in (1) gives a solution for (1). Since the system is
solved using standard substitutions and the ∗ξ operation when the letter ξ appears only in parallel factors, the expressions
obtained are rational. 
The following example illustrates the proof of Proposition 20.
Example 21. LetA be the branching automaton pictured in Fig. 4. Denote by f = (0, {1, 2}) ∈ Efork, f ′ = (2, {1, 2}) ∈ Efork,
and j = ({3, 4}, 5) ∈ Ejoin. Using the construction of Proposition 20, the automaton A′ obtained is represented in Fig. 5.
Using the same notations, we have: L′0,5 = b∗af ,j + bω , L′1,3 = a , L′2,4 = d+ + af ′,jc andMf ,j = Mf ′,j = L1,3 ‖ L2,4. After the
substitutions, we get the following system:
(1) X1,3 = a
(2) X2,4 = d+ + (X1,3 ‖ X2,4)c
(3) X0,5 = b∗(X1,3 ‖ X2,4)+ bω .
Using (1), equation (2) becomes X2,4 = d+ + (a ‖ X2,4)c whose unique solution is L2,4 = d+ ◦ξ ((a ‖ ξ)c)∗ξ by Lemma 19.
Finally, the language of the automatonA is L0,5 = b∗(a ‖ (d+ ◦ξ ((a ‖ ξ)c)∗ξ ))+ bω .
Let us turn to the converse of Proposition 20:
Proposition 22. Any rational language L ⊆ SP(A) is the language of a branching automaton.
Propositions 20 and 22 prove the extended Kleene theorem:
Theorem 23. Let L ⊆ SP(A) . Then, L is the language of a branching automaton if and only if it is rational.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 22. Since the letters of the alphabet A are obviously
languages of some branching automata, it suffices to prove that the set of languages of branching automaton is closed under
the rational operations. Let L and L′ be two languages of SP(A) of some branching automata. Concerning operators on linear
orderings, that is the constructions of automata of languages L ∪ L′, L · L′, L∗, Lω , L−ω , L♮, L−♮ and L  L′, we refer the reader
to [5]. For the parallel operators, the method used in [12] for the constructions of automata of languages L ‖ L′ and L ◦ξ L′
works (with very small trivial adaptations for limit transitions). We detail the adaptation for L∗ξ , which contains technical
difficulties due to limit transitions.
LetA = (Q , A, E, I, F) be a branching automaton of language L. According to Proposition 18,A can be chosen as behaved.
Let T be the set of accessible or coaccessible states:
T = {s ∈ Q : ∃i ∈ I, i ⇒ s ∨ ∃f ∈ F , s ⇒ f }.
SinceA is behaved, the states of T cannot appear in the parallel parts of paths. Thus, it can be assumed that for every limit
transition p → P or P → p, either P ∩ T = P or P ∩ T = ∅. Actually, the content of a path inA cannot contain both states of
T and states of Q − T . Let K = {(p, q) ∈ Q 2 : (p, ξ , q) ∈ E}. For each element (p, q) ∈ K build, one copyAp,q ofA. For each
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Fig. 6. An automatonA.
c ∈ K , the set of states ofAc is denoted by Qc and the copy of a state s ∈ Q inAc is sometime denoted by sc . We denote by
Tc = {sc ∈ Qc : s ∈ T }. The automatonB is defined as a disjoint union ofA denoted byA0 and all the copies (Ac)c∈K , with
the following additional transitions.
• For each sequential transition (i, a, s) ofA starting froman initial state i ∈ I , for each (p, q) ∈ K and each copy c ∈ {0}∪K ,
add a transition (pc, a, sp,q). Informally speaking, those new transitions make a move to the copyAp,q when a transition
(p, ξ , q) is encountered to start a substitution. Operate similarly for fork and limit transitions from an initial state of
A. The set of all transitions constructed in this step and whose destinations belong to Qc is denoted by Inc . Note that
sequential transitions of Inc have sources in QB − ∪c∈KTc and destinations in Tc .• Operate symmetrically for sequential, fork and limit transitions going to a final state of A. Those new transitions go
back to the previous copy when the substitution is complete. Thus, each transition of the form (p, ξ , q) is replaced by a
successful path ofAp,q. The set of all transitions constructed in this step whose sources belong to Qc is denoted by Outc .
Note that sequential transitions of Outc have sources in Tc and destinations in QB − ∪c∈KTc .• In order to take into account a possible replacement of an infinite sequence of transitions labelled by ξ some additional
limit transitions are necessary. For instance, consider a path inA ending with a transition (P, r), and using an infinity of
transitions labelled by ξ . Now consider the same path where all transitions labelled by ξ are replaced by successful paths
in different copies. These replacements may change infinitely often the content of the path. Thus, the transition (P, r)
must be replaced by a transition (P ∪ P ′, r), where P ′ contains some states visited in the copies. Formally, for any copy
Ac and any transition (P, r) in this copy, if P contains at least one pair of K , that is, if ∃(p, q) ∈ K such that pc, qc ∈ P ,
then add a transition (P ∪ R, r) for any set R of states of T in all copies: R ⊆ ∪c∈KTc . This last condition is justified by the
fact that nested substitutions do not change the content. Symmetrical transitions are added for limit transitions of the
form (r, P);
• for each transition of the form (i, a, f ) of A, where i ∈ I and f ∈ F , and for each transition (p, ξ , q) of each copy, add a
transition (p, a, q). The set of such new transitions is denoted by InOut .
The initial and final states ofB are those ofA. In order to ensure the acceptance of ξ , add a new initial state i and new final
state f with a new transition (i, ξ , f ). We prove that L∗ξ is the language of B. Informally speaking, every transition p
ξ→ q
can be replaced by p uH⇒ q, where u ∈ L.
The following example illustrates the proof of Proposition 20.
Example 24. LetA be the branching automaton of language L = a(b ‖ ((ξcξd)♮ξcξ))e pictured in Fig. 6.
The automaton B recognizing L∗ξ is given in Fig. 7. The states α and β have been added in order to recognize ξ . The
automaton consists in three copies ofA:
• the upper one, whose states are 1,2, etc., is the original copy c;
• the copy c ′ below on the left, whose states are 1’,2’, etc., is used for the substitution of ξ between states 4,5 of all copies;
• the copy c ′′ below on the right, whose states are 1’’,2’’, etc., is used for the substitution of ξ between states 6,7 of all
copies.
Limit transitions are added in order to take into account possibly infinite substitutions of ξ . The states 0′, 9′, 0′′ and 9′′
have been removed from the figure since they are not accessible. Note that Tc = {0, 1, 8, 9}.
Now we prove that this construction of an automaton recognizing L∗ξ is correct. This is the only really difficult part of
the proof of Proposition 22.
Since a path is a poset of transitions, it can intuitively be decomposed into a sequence indexed by a linear ordering, whose
elements are either one single transition or parallel paths that are not connected together.
Definition 25. The labelled poset S(γ ) of transitions of a path γ appearing in the maximal sequential factorization of γ is
defined as follows:
• if |γ | ∈ V0, then S(γ ) = γ ;• if γ = t ‖1≤i≤n γit ′ for some integer n ≥ 2 and some fork and join transitions t and t ′, then S(γ ) = t · t ′.• if γ =∏j∈J γj for some scattered linear ordering J , then S(γ ) =∏j∈J S(γj).
We say that a path uses a transition or that a transition appears in a path γ if it appears in this sequence. In the following,
we refer the reader to the context of the proof of Proposition 22. We start by proving some elementary properties of a path
inB. Two In or Out transitions σ1 and σ2 are consecutive in a path γ if S(γ ) does not contain any In or Out transition between
σ1 and σ2.
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Fig. 7. The automatonB, recognizing L∗ξ , and constructed fromA.
Lemma 26. Let γ be a path in B . Then, γ cannot use two consecutive In transitions or two consecutive Out transitions or two
consecutive transitions belonging respectively to Inc and Outc′ with c ≠ c ′.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that γ uses two consecutive In transitions. There exist copies c and c ′ and a path σ1 ·γ2 ·σ2
such that σ1 ∈ Inc , σ2 ∈ Inc′ and S(γ2) does not contain any In or Out transition. By definition of the In transitions, thismeans
that there exists a path inAc leading from some initial state to the source p2 of σ2. Thus, p2 ∈ Tc . Since p2 is the source of a
transition labelled ξ and that ξ only occur in the parallel factor, this would mean that p2 ∉ Tc , which is a contradiction. The
case of two consecutive Out transitions is symmetrical.
Suppose that γ uses two consecutive transitions belonging respectively to Inc and Outc′ . There exists a path σ1 · γ2 · σ2 such
that σ1 ∈ Inc , σ2 ∈ Outc′ and S(γ2) does not contain any In or Out transition. In this case C(γ2) ⊆ Qc and C(γ2) ⊆ Qc′ ; thus,
c = c ′. 
Thus, a path inB uses alternatively In and Out transitions. In the following, a path γ is correct if any In transition of S(γ )
is followed by a corresponding Out transition and any Out transition of S(γ ) is preceded by a corresponding In transition:
for any copy c , for any In transition σ ∈ Inc (respectively σ ∈ Outc), if S(γ ) = γ1 ·σ ·γ2, then γ2 = γ ′2 ·σ ′ ·γ ′′2 (respectively
γ1 = γ ′1 ·σ ′ ·γ ′′1) with σ ′ ∈ Outc (respectively σ ′ ∈ Inc) and γ ′2 (respectively γ ′′1) does not contain any In or Out transitions.
Lemma 27. Let γ : r H⇒ s be a path inB .
(i) If γ is correct, then r, s ∈ QB − ∪c∈KTc or r, s ∈ ∪c∈KTc .
(ii) If r, s ∈ QB − ∪c∈KTc , then γ is correct.
Proof. (i) By contradiction, suppose that r ∈ Qc − Tc and s ∈ Tc′ for some copies c and c ′(possibly, c = c ′). Then, S(γ )
contains at least one In transition. If S(γ ) does not have a last In transition, then γ uses a transition of the form P → s′ such
that P contains a pair (p, q) ∈ K (by Lemma 26). By definition of the transitions ofB, s′ ∈ QB−∪c∈KTc and s ∈ QB−∪c∈KTc .
Thus, γ is of the form γ = γ1 ·σ · γ2 where σ is a In transition and S(γ2) does not contain any In transition. Moreover, S(γ2)
does not contain any Out transition; otherwise, we would have s ∈ QB −∪c∈KTc . This is a contradiction with γ correct. The
case where r ∈ Tc and s ∈ Qc′ − Tc′ is symmetrical.
(ii) Suppose that r, s ∈ QB − ∪c∈KTc . By contradiction, suppose that γ uses a In transition not followed by a corresponding
Out transition. By Lemma 26, γ is of the form γ ′ · σ · γ ′′ where σ is a In transition and S(γ ′′) does not contain any In or Out
transition. This is a contradiction with s ∉ ∪c∈K∪{0}Tc . Using symmetrical arguments, γ does not use any Out transition not
preceded by a corresponding In transition; thus, γ is correct. 
We introduce a new notation. Let r, s ∈ QB and c a copy. By Lr,s, we denote the set of labelled posets u such that
γ : rc uH⇒ sc and there is no transition In, Out or InOut appearing at any place in S(γ ). Equivalently, Lr,s is also the set
of labels of paths from r to s into the original automatonA.
The following Lemma is the key argument in the proof that the labels of successful paths inB are labelled posets of L∗ξ .
Lemma 28. ∀u ∈ SP(A), ∀r, s ∈ QB , if γ : r uH⇒
C
s is correct, then there exist u′ ∈ Lr,s such that u ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′. Moreover, if
there exists a copy c such that r, s ∈ Qc−Tc and if any transition In (respectively Out) appearing in S(γ ) starts from (respectively
ends in) a state of Qc , then γ ′ : r u
′H⇒
C∩(Qc−Tc )
s.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on |u|.
Assume that |u| ∈ V0 = X0,0. If u is empty, we set u = u′. Assume u ∈ A and let γ : r u→
C
s be a correct path. Then, there
exists a copy c such that r, s ∈ Qc and C = {r, s}. Let σ be the only transition of γ . If σ does not belong to InOut we set
u = u′ and γ ′ = γ . Otherwise, (r, s) ∈ Kc and u ∈ L. We set u′ = ξ and γ ′ : r ξ→{r,s} s.
Let α ≥ 0 and let i ∈ N . Suppose that the lemma is true for any u such that |u| ∈ Xα,i.
Let u ∈ SP(A) such that |u| ∈ Yα,i − Xα,i. There exist n ∈ N and (Pk)1≤k≤n such that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Pk ∈ Xα,i and
|u| = ∑1≤k≤n Pk. Up to another induction on n ∈ N , we can suppose that n = 2. Let γ : r uH⇒C s be a correct path and let
γ1 : r u1H⇒ t and γ2 : t u2H⇒ s be the associated decomposition of the path γ : γ = γ1 · γ2.
• Assume that γ1 and γ2 are correct. By induction, there exist u′1 ∈ Lr,t such that u1 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′1 and u′2 ∈ Lt,s such that
u2 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′2 and we set u′ = u′1u′2. Now, suppose that there exists a copy c such that r, s ∈ Qc − Tc and any transition
In (respectively Out) appearing in γ starts from (respectively ends in) a state of Qc . By Lemma 27(i), t ∈ Qc − Tc and the
result is straightforward using the inductive hypothesis applied to γ1 and γ2.
• Assume that γ1 and γ2 are not correct. Since γ is and by Lemma 26, γ1 and γ2 are of the form γ1 = γˆ1 · σ1 · γ ′ and
γ2 = γ ′′ · σ2 · γˆ2 where the subpaths γˆ1 : r uˆ1H⇒
C1
p and γˆ2 : q uˆ2H⇒
C2
s are correct, σ1 ∈ Inp,q, σ2 ∈ Outp,q and γ ′ and γ ′′ do
not contain any In or Out transition. Denote by v1 and v2 the respective labels of σ1 · γ ′ and γ ′′ · σ2. By definition of the
transitions In and Out, the labelled poset v1v2 is the label of a successful path in Ap,q. Since this path does not contain
In or Out transitions, the induction hypothesis can be applied on v1 and v2 to obtain v′1 and v
′
2 such that v1 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ v′1,
v2 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ v′2 and v′1v′2 ∈ L. Thus, v1v2 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ L ⊆ L∗ξ ⊆ L∗ξ ◦ξ ξ . Since (p, q) ∈ K , p
ξ→ q ∈ E; thus, ξ ∈ Lp,q.
Moreover, by induction, there exists uˆ1
′ ∈ Lr,p such that uˆ1 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ uˆ1′ and there exists uˆ2′ ∈ Lq,s such that uˆ2 ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ uˆ2′
and We set u′ = uˆ1′ξ uˆ2′. We have u′ ∈ Lr,s and u ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′. Now, suppose that there exists a copy c such that
r, s ∈ Qc − Tc and any transition In (respectively Out) appearing in γ starts from (respectively ends in) a state of Qc .
Then, by induction, γˆ1
′ : r uˆ1 ′H⇒
C1∩(Qc−Tc )
p and γˆ2
′ : q uˆ1 ′H⇒
C2∩(Qc−Tc )
s. Thus, if C is the content of γ , the path of label u′ is of content
(C1 ∪ C2) ∩ (Qc − Tc) = C ∩ (Qc − Tc). This concludes the case where |u| ∈ Yα,i.
Let u ∈ SP(A) such that |u| ∈ Xα,i+1. There exist n ∈ N and (Pk)1≤k≤n such that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n, Pk ∈ Yα,i and
|u| = 1≤k≤n Pk. Let (uk)1≤k≤n such that u =‖1≤k≤n uk and for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, |uk| = Pk. There exist a fork transition
f = r → {r1, . . . , rn} and a join transition j = {s1, . . . , sn} → s such that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n there exists a path
γk : rk ukH⇒ sk. By definition, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, rk, sk ∉ ∪c∈K∪{0}Tc ; thus, each subpath γk is correct by Lemma 27(ii).
Applying the inductive hypothesis, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there exists u′k ∈ Lrk,sk such that uk ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′k. Since γ is correct,
two cases can occur:
• If the fork and join transitions f and j are not transitions In or Out , then u′ =‖1≤k≤n u′k ∈ Lr,s and u ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′.
• Otherwise, f ∈ Inr,s and j ∈ Outr,s. In this case, ‖1≤k≤n u′k ∈ L and we set u′ = ξ . Since (r, s) ∈ K , u′ ∈ Lr,s and
u ∈ L∗ξ◦ξ ‖1≤k≤n u′k ⊆ L∗ξ ◦ξ L ⊆ L∗ξ ⊆ L∗ξ ◦ξ ξ = L∗ξ ◦ξ u′.
Moreover, suppose that there exists a copy c such that r, s ∈ Qc−Tc . Then, the content C = {r, s} of γ is included in Qc−Tc .
In both previous cases, the content of the path γ ′ of label u′ is also {r, s} = C ∩ (Qc − Tc). This concludes the case where
|u| ∈ Xα,i+1 and by induction on i ∈ N , the case where |u| ∈ Wα .
Now let u ∈ SP(A) such that |u| ∈ Vα \β<α Wβ for some countable ordinal α. Suppose that there exists (Pk)k∈ω such
that |u| = ∑k∈ω Pk and for any k ∈ ω, Pk ∈ β<α Wβ (the case ω∗ is symmetrical). Let γ : r uH⇒ s be a correct path. By
definition of paths, the last transition of γ is a left limit transition denoted by (R, s). By definition of the transitions of B,
there exists one copy c such that ∀(p, q) ∈ K if p, q ∈ R, then p, q ∈ Qc ; thus, any transition In (respectively Out) appearing
in γ starts from (respectively ends in) a state of Qc . There exists a factorization u =∏k∈ω uk and correct paths γk : rk uk⇒Ck rk+1
for k ∈ ω such that γ = ∏k∈ω γk · (R, s). By induction, for any k ∈ ω, there exists u′k ∈ Lrk,rk+1 such that uk ∈ L∗ξ ◦ξ u′k. For
any k ∈ ω, let γ ′k : rk
u′k⇒
C ′k
rk+1 be a path ofAc and let R′ = {q ∈ Q : ∀k ∈ ω, ∃j > k, q ∈ C ′j } be the set of states occurring in
the contents at the limit of
∏
k∈ω γ
′
k . The following two cases can occur.
• For all k ∈ ω, rk ∈ Tc . In this case, γ does not use any In or Out transition; thus, for all k ∈ ω, C ′k = Ck, R′ = R and
(R′, s) ∈ Eseq.
• For all k ∈ ω, rk ∈ Qc − Tc . In this case, for all k ∈ ω, C ′k = Ck ∩ (Qc − Tc); thus, R′ = R ∩ (Qc − Tc) and (R′, s) ∈ Eseq by
construction.
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In both cases,u′ =∏k∈ω u′k ∈ Lr,s. At last, if r, s ∈ Qc−Tc , the pathγ ′ =∏k∈ω γ ′k ·(R′, s) is of contentk∈ω(Ck∩(Qc−Tc))∪{s}
which concludes the case |u| ∈ Vα and the Lemma. 
It follows immediately from Lemma 28 that the labels of the successful paths are labelled posets of L∗ξ . The converse is
proved by the following Lemma:
Lemma 29. For any labelled poset u of SP(A), if u ∈ L∗ξ , then u is accepted by B and for every copy c and any (p, q) ∈ K ,
pc
uH⇒ qc .
Proof. We prove by induction on i ∈ N that the Lemma is true for any u ∈ Liξ . If i = 0, then u = ξ and by construction of
B there exists an initial state i, a final state f and a transition (i, ξ , f ) in B. Moreover, by definition of K , for every copy c
and any (p, q) ∈ K , pc ξ→ qc . Observe now that
L∗ξ ◦ξ (L ∪ {ξ}) = (L ∪ {ξ}) ◦ξ L∗ξ = L∗ξ .
Assume that any labelled poset of Liξ satisfies the Lemma and let u ∈ L(i+1)ξ . There exists v ∈ L such that u = (∪j≤iLjξ ) ◦ξ v.
Informally speaking, this means that u is obtained from v by replacing non-uniformly some occurrences of ξ by labelled
posets of ∪j≤iLjξ . Let γ : i vH⇒ f be a successful path of B. Every occurrence of ξ that has been replaced in v to obtain u is
the label of a transition of the form (p, ξ , q) in γ . Then, a path γ ′ : i uH⇒ f can be obtained from γ by replacing each of those
transitions by a path leading from p to q starting with a In transition and ending with an Out transition into a copy ofA. The
argument is similar if γ : p′c vH⇒ q′c for some (p′, q′) ∈ K and some copy c. 
7. Conclusion
First, we have generalized set theory results: the class of N-free posets without infinite antichains coincides with
the class of series-parallel posets, and under the restriction of scatteredness and countability, we gave a Hausdorff-like
characterization of such posets. We have defined automata and rational expressions for languages of such labelled posets
and established a Kleene-like correspondence between the two formalisms. This is only a first step in a general theory of
regular N-free posets. It is known from the finite case [11,10] that recognizability by finite algebra and rationality do not
coincide in general. However, those two notions coincide again for languages of finite posets of width bounded by a given
integer k. In this case, the ∗ξ operation, which the only one that permits the construction of posets of unlimited width, is not
allowed in rational expressions. Bounded-width rational languages of posets are also exactly those definable in themonadic
second-order logic [9,8,4]. Those results have been extended to our case in [1].
Bès and Carton [3] have extended the Kleene-like theorem for scattered and countable linear orderings to all the linear
orderings. The general case of automata on N-free posets without infinite antichains, and without restriction on density
and cardinality, should also be interesting to investigate. Unfortunately, in this paper, our proof of equivalence between
automata and rational expressions strongly relies on the Hausdorff-like characterization of series-parallel posets, which
needs countability and scatteredness of posets.
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